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Abstract: There has been considerable confusion in the field regarding the poster 
abstract submission format for the 18th GCC. In order to address this lack of 
information we have prepared an abstract submission form for the meeting in word 
format. In order to submit abstracts to the meeting, fill in the fields in the form, save 
the abstract and submit it to abstract@gcc18.com. The fields for abstract title, 
authors and affiliations have been limited to 200 signs, and the one for the abstract 
text to 2000 signs.  
 
It has come to our attention that for some combinations between Word and Endnote 
on mac computers, there may be a problem with this type of form, resulting in that 
you are informed that there is a COM exception. We have discovered that this is due 
to a bug in the Cite while you write feature in Endnote. If you run into this problem 
you can temporarily disable the Cite While You Write feature by closing Word, 
remove the Cite while you write plugin from the Word startup folder (as detailed by 
FDC4K in this discussion - http://answers.microsoft.com/en-
us/mac/forum/macoffice2011-macword/word-crashes-with-a-com-exception-has-
occurred/f000ebbe-a342-4678-bfd5-ba3992d9e556) and then again open the 
Abstract format form. You can then regain the Cite While Your Write in Endnote by 
opening Endnote, select the Customizer under the EndNote6 just right of the Apple. 
 
If you have any questions, regarding Abstract submissions, you can contact me on 
mats.bemark@immuno.gu.se and I will try to help you out.  
 
To conclude, it is now possible to submit abstracts to the GCC 18 meeting and we 
hope that you do not forget to do it before June 9th.  
 


